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About the Teachers Resource Kit
This Teachers’ Resource kit is designed to provide information for teachers who attend
the performance of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui with their students. The
information and activites in this resource support primary and lower secondary students
in the study of Australian Indigenous Cultures and the Arts - Drama, Visual Arts, Media
Art, Music and Literature. The material provides an overview of the production and the
processes involved in creating the work, as well as greater knowledge and
understanding of the culture, practices and history of the people of the Tiwi Islands.

Using this Resource
The resource can be used as a complete package or individual sections and/or activities
can be selected for focussed study of particular aspects of the production or Tiwi
culture.
The following symbols will guide use of this resource:
Teacher resources to support activities are identified with this symbol.
The teacher instructions for each activity are identified with this symbol.
Activities suitable for older students are identified with this symbol.
Activities suitable for younger students are identified with this symbol.
Curriculum Alignment
A table is provided, (Appendix C) indentifying the relevant Australian Curriculum strands,
content descriptions, and references to general capabilities should teachers choose to
incorporate their students’ experience of the play into their lesson plans.

Warning
This resource may contain the names and images of Aboriginal and Islander people now
deceased. It also contains links to sites that may use images of Aboriginal and Islander
people now deceased. Please contact your schools AEIW to check for suitability using this
resource within your school.
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PART 1: THE PRODUCTION
WULAMANAYUWI and the SEVEN PAMANUI
Awi Mamanta. Welcome all,
To a “new-time” story that is a call,
A call believe me when I say,
comes from a country far, far away.
For through these lines we weave a song,
That tells of spirits and lore, right and wrong.
And did you know that you are a part of this world? A few things for you to be
known.
You all thought was just a play, HA!! Your involvement must be shown.
For in this world no tricks to eyes,
the spirits of Pamanuas shall surprise.
These are the opening words from the production Wulamanayuwi, as spoken by
Jarpara, the Moon Man, who is the the storyteller and the narrator of the play.

About the Production
Wulamanayuwi tells the story of a young girl and her experiences with the spirit-beings of a
mystical, creation storyland.
Wulamanayuwi runs away from her evil stepmother into a land of water spirits, dingoes,
wallabies and frogs. Guided by a white cockatoo, Wulamanayuwi meets the Seven Pamanui
(Spirit Beings) who, in a quest to seek revenge and justice, lead her back home via a path of
myth and magic, disaster and adventure.
The story is reflective of the western fairy tale, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs by
Wilhelm and Jacob Grimm (the Brothers Grimm) which was first published in Germany in
1812.
Told through story and song, using Tiwi language in rhyming verse, the play mixes the
enchanting tradition of European fairytales with the Creation characters and stories of the
Tiwi Islands.
This original work was written by Jason De Santis and premiered in 2011 as a dramatic play
for younger audiences. It involves story telling, verse, song, puppetry, music and design, and
is based on stories and practices of the writer’s own cultural heritage.
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Five actors perform the roles of Wulamanayuwi, Jirrikilala the Evil Stepmother, Jarpara the
Narrator, Jipmarpuwajuwa the Father and Awarrajimi the Hunter. They also operate the
puppets who depict Wulamanayuwi’s seven little brothers, the seven Pamanui, and a host
of bush creatures.

Brief synopsis
Wulamanayuwi (Wula-man-nay-you) is a beautiful young woman who lives with her father
Jipmapuwajuwa (Jip-mapu-wa-juwa) and seven little brothers on the coast of Bathurst
Island at a place called Rocky Point.
One morning, a new woman arrives. She is the evil spirit Jirrikilala (Jirri-kilala) come to
captivate Wulamanayuwi’s father and steal his power and songs. But first, Jirrikilala must
get rid of Wulamanayuwi.
When the dragonfly season arrives, at the end of the Wet, Wulamanayuwi’s father must go
away to a traditional ceremony for Men’s Business, and leaves his daughter in charge to
provide for the family.
With the father away, Jirrikilala hatches her plan, and with the help of an Evil Spirit of the
Water, Japarra, she poisons the land, killing all living things. She then sends our heroine out
on a series of futile journeys to search for food in the now barren land.
Wulamanayuwi is guided through her adventures by the Ngimpangilipungatanyim - the
White Cockatoo, (Ngim-pah-ngilly-poonga-tay-om) the spirit of her mother, who protects
her innocent daughter from dangers such as the hungry dingo spirit. The White Cockatoo
leads her to the hidden parts of the islands that are still lush and plentiful with flowing
water, sugarbag (native honey), and lots of bush food. But as Wulamanayuwi repeatedly
returns to the tribe triumphant, her evil stepmother’s anger grows as quickly as a cyclone.
After tricking Wulamanayuwi and hiding her brothers from her in a secret waterhole,
Jirikilala forces Wulamanayuwi father to banish her from the tribe.
Stranded and away from her family in a strange land, Wulamanayuwi wakes up to discover a
little black creature, with a scrunched up moon face, and a head full of wiry black hair. It’s a
Pamanui, a little spirit shape-shifter. And - there are six more!
Meanwhile Jirikilala, who is also a shape-shifter, turns herself into an old lady. She visits
Wulamanayuwi in disguise and offers her a delicious stew of juicy carpet python which is
really magpie goose - Wulamanayuwi’s totem – a creature that she must never eat.
Wulamanayuwi eats the stew and falls into a deep sleep. The seven Pamanuas panic and
seek the help of Awarrijimi (Awarra-jimi), a handsome hunter, and also Wulamayayuwi’s
promised husband who sweeps her into his arms and carries her back across the barren
country to her tribe. An epic battle takes place where Wulamanayuwi and her father are
saved, the brothers are returned and Awarrajimi kills the evil Jirikilala.
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After everything settles, Wulamanayuwi marries the Awarrajimi, the earth is happy and the
dragonfly season can finally start. A giant red star flies across the sky, and it keeps flying
until it disappears.

A Note from the Writer
Growing up in Darwin, I had always been told stories, and most of all I loved hearing them!
Especially from my Nanna Martha and my Poppy Vince. My Nanna who has now passed on,
told me stories that were always funny and mischievous, often about family or friends, her
time spent growing up at Garden Point Mission and old Darwin. My Pop's were about his
arrival in Australian in the 50's, how hard he worked and his youth growing up on a farm in
Italy and sometimes, with a tear in his eye, he would tell me about WWII in Italy. Then
would come school holidays, and I would often go home to Tiwi Islands, and the stories I
were told there were always about "little men" like the Pamanui in this story and
"mapurtiti" spirits, bush people and creation beings.
For hundreds of year children on the Tiwi Islands have been told a tale of warning,
adventure and misadventure about a little girl called Wulamanayuwi – her story bears a
striking resemblance to the western fairytale of Snow White. Clearly though, this ancient
and oral creation story came well before the Brothers Grimm set ink to paper.
In many ways, the story of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui can be seen as the Tiwi
version of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
In 2008, I couldn't help but think about the islands and suddenly all the stories I had been
told came flooding back to me and all I wanted to do was write.
I wanted to write a story that had elements of white and black culture, funny, sad, scary and
exciting, like the stories I had been told! So, I chose 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarves' as
my framework, or as I like to call my "cream puff" and filled it with Tiwi Culture which I call
affectionately the "chocolate filling", and I couldn't stop writing, my imagination was on a
field day and 3 years on I still find it hard to stop!
So this is where Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui was conjured up, in the backyard of
a crooked house in Collingwood on a cold rainy day and sipping on copious amounts of
Rooibos Tea with Leatherwood Honey. I hope you have as much enjoyment being a part of
this tale as I had writing it!
Jason De Santis 2011
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Pronunciation of the main characters’ names
Tiwi Character Name
Wulamanayuwi

Pronunciation
Wula-mana-yuwi
wula ('wula' sounds like 'wool' then
say 'uh' as in the second part of the
agreement 'uh huh')
mana (the 'man' is as in 'human'
followed by a ‘nay’ rhyming with
may. yuwi ('yuwi' has a silent ‘i’ and
“w ”at the end and is pronounced
like the English word 'you') Woolaman-nay-you

Character
Girl

Jirrakilala

Jirra-kilala
jirra (to rhyme with ‘mirror’)
kilala (sounds like ‘koala’ with an
extra ‘l’ – “kolala”) Jirra-kolala
Jip-marpuwa-juwa
Jip (‘jip’ sounds like the ‘jap’ in
‘japan’)
marpuwa (‘mar’ as in ‘mark’, then
‘puwa’ sounds like ‘pah’ like the
first part of ‘party’.)
juwa (‘juwa’ is like ‘jew’) then ‘a’
as in ‘uh’ Ja-marpah-jew-uh
Awarr-a-jimi
Awarr (‘a’ as in ‘uh’ then ‘awarr’
sounds like the ‘arrgh’ that pirates
make)
a (‘a’ like the start of ‘apple’)
jimi (sounds like the person’s name
‘jimmy’) Uh-arrgh-a-jimmy
Pama-nui
Pama (‘Pam’) rhymes with Sam
followed by ‘a’ as in ‘uh’. nui
sounds like new-ee. Pamma-newee
Ja-par-ra Ja ‘J’ is pronounced as
‘D’ so ‘Da’ sounds like ‘duh’. ‘par’
rhymes with ‘tar’. ‘ra’ sounds like
“ah”. Da-parr-ah.

Evil Stepmother

Jipmarpuwajuwa

Awarrajimi

The Pamanui

Japarra

Father

Hunter

Small Spirit Beings

The Moon Man

As a class go through each character and pronounce each character name.
As a class use percussion instruments or body percussion to pronounce the syllables of each Tiwi word.
Draw a picture for one or all of the characters
Create a character profile for one or all of the characters
Learn to pronounce the Tiwi words
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PART 2: CREATING WULAMANAYUWI
Cast and Crew
WULAMANYUWI
JIPMARPUWAJUWA
JIRRAKILALA
JAPARRA/EVIL SPIRIT OF THE WATER
AWARRAJIMI

Yet to be cast at the time of writing
Kamahi King
Natasha Wanganeen
Jason De Santis
Jaxon De Santis

Writer
Director
Designer
Puppetry Director
Lighting Designer
Composer

Jason De Santis
Eamon Flack
Bryan Woltjen
Sam Routledge
Richard Vabre
Jeffrey “Yellow” Simon

Set Construction
Projected Imagery

Michael Baxter
Sam Routledge

SCENIC PAINTING
Set
Puppets

Raelene Kerinauia
Artists from Jilamara Arts Centre:
Pedro Wonaeamirri, John Peter
Pilakui and Linus Warlapinni
Students of Milikapiti Primary
School:
Shenaida Bush, Edward Rioli, Philly
Palipuaminni, Kathleen
Puruntatameri, Arthurina Moreen,
Andre Darcy, Troy Cook, Paulinus
Stassi

Language Consultants

Lydwina Puruntatameri
Mary Elizabeth Moreen

Stage Manager/AV Operator
Touring Production Manager

Lucy Harrison
Suzie Brooks (until 17 April)
Natasha James (from April 18)

Associate Producer
Producer
Production Manager

Sonny Dallas Law
Fenn Gordon
Liz Young
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The Roles of the Creative Team
The Director oversees the entire play and makes sure that all the elements of the
production (script, design, puppetry, music, performers, lights, sound and other
technical requirements) work together to communicate the ideas and the story to an
audience.
The Puppetry Director oversees the use of the puppets and makes sure that the puppets
are designed to be easy to use for the performers and that they ‘come to life’ during the
performance. For this production the Puppetry Director also constructed, directed and
operated the shadow puppets using an overhead projector.
The Writer develops the written script that the performers, directors and designers use
in the rehearsal room to create the play. The script includes the words and songs that
the performers speak and sing and also stage directions for what the performers do on
stage and visual descriptions of the world of the play that becomes useful for designers
to help them build the set. For this production the writer had help from many people in
shaping the story and making sure that the traditional language used was right.
The Designer worked on the set, costumes and also the puppets for this production. The
designer often begins by making drawings of what they imagine things will look like.
Sometimes they start by making ‘prototype’ puppets for rehearsals, so that any
problems that the performers have with handling them can be fixed. Sometimes they
also make small models of the set so that people know what it is going to look like.
The Composer creates new music to illustrate and evoke the atmosphere and mood of
the play. Music, can help the audience understand the story and follow what is
happening on the stage more clearly .
The Performers use their voice and their bodies during rehearsals to help create the
character that they depict in the story. “How do you remember all of those words?” is a
question that performers are often asked.
Performers practise the play over and over again in rehearsals to help them remember
what to do on stage during a performance. When performers also work as puppeteers
(someone who operates a puppet), they are aiming to make the puppet come alive with
the same voice and body movements that they would use if they were the puppet, or in
other words – if the puppet was a real actor.
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Set Design and construction
Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui is a production with live actors and puppets.
It borrows elements from the traditional Punch and Judy puppet shows which
emerged in Britain in the 17th century, heavily influenced in theme and
characterisaion by the Commedia Dell Arte tradition of Italy .

When the Designer is starts to gather the ideas for the creation of the set, he or she
often starts with drawing pictures. Below is designer, Bryan Woltjen’s, first sketch of the
set for Wulamanayuwi.
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The designer works closely with the director to ensure the set is works with the vision of
the work, and is useable for all of the different spaces that the play might need to
represent .For instance the set can be used in a large performance space like the
Playhouse at the Sydney Opera House, or it can also adapt to small theatre spaces in
small regional towns.
When the director and designer move closer to settling on the final design, the designer
begins to draw up the measurements and technical specifications of the set to help the
set builders know how they will construct it.
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The production manager works with the set builders to make sure the set is built
according to the specifications from the designer.
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To complete the building of the set, the scenic painter paints the various components of the
set. For this show, the set was sent to Melville Island where the artist Raelene Kerinauia
painted it with traditional Tiwi Designs.

Pictured: Raelene Kerinauia
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Here are some pictures of Raelene’s other artworks:
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Can you name two points of similarity in her use of design?
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Once the set is painted, it is installed in the theatre and along with the lighting design will
provide the scenic background that will bring the show to life.

As you can see, the outcome is a little different to the original design.
On the “prompt side”, (the RH side looking at the stage) the narrator’s chair is
positioned in the corner. This is where Japara, the moon man, who is played by Jason De
Santis, sits and explains to the audience what is happening in the story.
“Upstage Centre” is where the main set is placed, and where most of the action takes
place. It is a ‘Proscenium Arch’ design. The Proscenium Arch was the most common form
of theatre building in the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. The “Arch” acts like a picture
frame through which the action can be seen.
On the other side of the stage on the “opposite prompt” or “OP” side. This is the
musicians corner where two of the performers, Jeffrey “Yellow” Simon (Yellow is his
nickname) and Kamahi King play the music during the show. Their main instruments are
the guitar, drum and hi-hat. Next to the musicians is where the puppet table with
Wulamanayuwi’s seven brothers remain for much of the show. This becomes the place
that represents Wulamanayuwi’s tribal campground.
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Set Design Activities
Work through the information about the production and set design with the
students, encouraging them to discuss different plays they may have seen.
Activity for younger children
Read either the brief synopsis of the show (page 9) or a selected excerpt from the full
story of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui (Appendix 1) to the students. It’s a good
idea to dramatise the reading to encourage the students to use their imaginations about
what the characters and setting would look like.
Ask the students to work in groups, to draw rough sketches of what the set might look
like in preparation for creating a model set for the play.
Tell the groups that they will use cardboard boxes and markers, fabrics, and clay to
create diorama models of a set for their scene. Then they will share with the class.
Before creating their models tell students to make sure they understand the scene
before they begin creating the models. Each student should participate in discussing the
scene, presenting the models to the class, and creating the model (either by drawing
sketches, researching period architecture or furnishings, or creating pieces for the final
set, or all tasks). When students have decided on the appearance of the final sets, give
them a cardboard box and let them use the creative supplies to create it. Allow enough
time to work in class or as a homework assignment.
Once students have finished their models, have them present their scenes and models
to the rest of the class. They must discuss what happens in the scene, where they got
their ideas for the set, and why they designed it as such.
After presenting, have students write a paragraph describing the role they played in
their group and what they learned about set design. Display the finished models in the
classroom alongside a copy of the scene so students and visitors can look at them.
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Activity for older children
Read through the story of the play with the students, encouraging them to think
about the setting for the story. Ask them to think about how they would imagine the
scene to look and write notes on this as you are reading the story.
Ask students to pretend that they have been given the role of set designer for this
production of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui. Students should then draw
some pictures (using the set design provided as a guide for the drawings) of what
you would make the set look like on stage.
Set Design Project
Using the above information, have students undertake the following set design
project. Please note this will take more than one lesson.
Research Investigation
1. Who does a set designer discuss sets with? ________________________________
2. Why? ______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. What do set designers do before setting to work?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4. How do drawings help them?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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5. What factors must they consider during the creative process?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
6. What sources do you think they use for inspiration and research?
___________________________________________________________________

Creative Activity
Distribute a copy of the opening scene from Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui and
have volunteers read parts aloud.
Link to Script: http://performinglines.org.au/productions/wulamanayuwi/
Then discuss the scene. Ask students:
1. What is taking place in this scene?
2. Who is in it?
3. Do we know when it is taking place, such as during a particular time in history,
during the day?
4. What is the setting?
5. Is it a particular kind of room or building?
6. What should a set look like? Why?
7. Talk about the props that might be included and discuss some reference tools
students might use to research ideas for a set.
Once students have a solid understanding of how a set designer goes about creating a
set, divide the class into groups of three to five students and give each group copies of a
scene from
Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui (If you are unable to get a copy of the full
script, use parts of the full synopsis (appendix A) and have students create a set from
that.
(Each group should have a unique scene).
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Tell the groups that they will use cardboard boxes and markers, fabrics, and clay to
create diorama models of a set for their scene. Then they will share with the class.
Before creating their models tell students to make sure they understand their scene
before they begin creating the models. Have them make sketches or drawings of
possible set ideas so that everyone in the group agrees. Each student should participate
in discussing the scene, presenting the models to the class, and creating the model
(either by drawing sketches, researching period architecture or furnishings, or creating
pieces for the final set, or all tasks). When students have decided on the appearance of
the final sets, give them a cardboard box and let them use the creative supplies to create
it. Allow enough time to work in class or as a homework assignment.
Once students have finished their models, have them present their scenes and models
to the rest of the class. They must discuss what happens in the scene, where they got
their ideas for the set, and why they designed it as such.
After presenting, have students write a paragraph describing the role they played in
their group and what they learned about set design. Display the finished models in the
classroom alongside a copy of the scene so students and visitors can look at them.
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PART 3: PUPPETRY
Some of the puppets are handled by the performers in the show and some are ‘shadow
puppets’ that help to tell the story from inside the set.

History of Shadow Puppetry
Shadow Puppet Theatre originated in China more than 2,000 years ago.
A favourite concubine of Wu Emperor of the Han Dynasty died of illness; the emperor
missed her so much that he lost his desire to reign.
One day, a minister happened to see children playing with dolls where the shadows on
the floor were vivid. Inspired by this scene, the smart minister hit upon an idea. He made
a cotton puppet of the concubine and painted it. As night fell, he invited the emperor to
watch a rear-illuminated puppet show behind a curtain. The emperor was delighted and
took to it from then on.
This story recorded in the official history book is believed to be the origin of shadow
puppetry. The shadow plays were used to tell folktales, historical stories and to teach
about religion.
Originally, behind the screen large torches were used for light. The puppets would be
placed in front of the light and their shadows would be cast on the screen. Today, we
use electric light in back of the screen. This is called dead light because the light does not
move.
Very thin leather was used to create the shadow puppets. Openings were cut into the
leather to let a pattern of light shine through onto the screen. This helped define the
face and clothing. The puppets cast a shadow because they are made out of material
that is opaque. This material doesn’t let any of the light through.
When we cut out shapes in our puppets and paste tissue paper over the openings, the
tissue paper lets some of the light through because it is translucent.
Extracted from The History of Shadow Puppet Theatre
(http://www.yaneo.org/what/attachments/_lesson-plans/YA-LP_Shadow-Puppet_DebWuliger.pdf)
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Wayang Kulit history
Wayang Kulit in Central Java is probably one of the oldest continuous traditions of

storytelling in the world, and certainly among the most highly developed.
The wayang is a flat or round puppets used for shows in Java. The wayang kulit is the flat
one and it is made with buffalo leather. They are manipulated behind a white screen
with a back light, so the attendance can see them as shadow puppets.
Wayang is well integrated in Javanese society, and it is considered to be a highlight of
Javanese culture. Wayang Kulit was already established in the East Javanese kingdoms
one thousand years ago.
Extracted from Wayand Kulit (http://discover-indo.tierranet.com/wayang.htm)

Puppetry Activities
Activities for younger children
Discuss what class members know about shadows and shadow puppets, as well as
plays and how they are performed. Make a class list of students’ knowledge, and
then use that information to do the following activities as a class.
Shadow Play
Download the following clips from You Tube to demonstrate shadow theatre to
students.
 Chinese Theatre - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlthGDxDx7s
 Little Fables http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=fvwp&v=yAma4fFC0gI&NR=1
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Shadow Studio
Encourage students to experiment with a variety of materials to set up a shadow
studio in the classroom where students can explore and experiment with shadows,
ask students to write down what they learn about shadows.
Playground Shadow Watch
Use chalk to trace the students shadows several times during the day. Measure the
difference in the shadows throughout the day.
Read a poem book or sing a song about shadows
The following Robert Louis Stephenson poem is a good example of a poem that you
could encourage younger students to develop into a performance:
I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see.
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head;
And I see him jump before me, when I jump into my bed.
The funniest thing about him is the way he likes to grow.
Not at all like proper children, which is always very slow;
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an India‐rubber ball,
And he sometimes goes so little that thereʹs none of him at all.
He hasn’t got a notion of how children ought to play,
And can only make a fool of me in every sort of way.
He stays so close behind me, he’s a coward you can see;
Iʹd think shame to stick to Nursie as that shadow sticks to me!
One morning, very early, before the sun was up,
I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup;
But my lazy little shadow, like an errant sleepy‐head,
Had stayed at home behind me and was fast asleep in bed.
(Source: Robert Louis Stephenson, 1885, Child’s Garden of Versus,
http://www.kellscraft.com/childsverse.html)

Shadow Games for the classroom and playground.
Encourage students to play with their shadows and engage them in conversation about
shadows. Ask some questions about shadows and make a class list of what the students
know about shadows, and what they want to learn.
o What makes a shadow?
22

o Can you make your shadow big or small?
o Can you make your shadow touch another shadow without bodies touching?
o Can you make your shadow not touch your feet?
o Work with a partner to make shadow shapes or monsters.
o Do shadows change?
o Are people the only things that have shadows?
o Can we catch our shadows?
Encourage students to discover more about shadows by talking to parents, and other
people about shadows.
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Activity for older children:
Engage the students in conversation about shadows. Ask some questions about
shadows and make a class list of what the students know about shadows, and what
they want to learn.
o What makes a shadow?
o Why do shadows change depending on the time of day?
o Can you make your shadow touch another shadow without bodies touching?
Why or why not?
o Have fun in groups to make shadow shapes or monsters.
Playground Shadow Watch
Use chalk to trace the students shadows several times during the day. Measure the
difference in the shadows throughout the day.
Ask students to stand at one spot of the playground and on graph paper draw their
shadow to scale and direction from a central point (representing themselves from a
bird’s eye view).
This should be repeated on the same graph over the course of the day to depict the
changing shadow in relation to changes in the sun’s movements.
Students should be encouraged to compare their charts and discuss differences
between students and over the course of the day,
Create shadow puppets and theatre
Use a range of materials to create a set of shadow puppets for the class. Make a
screen to perform a play.
Resource available:

http://www.yaneo.org/what/attachments/_lesson-plans/YA-LP_ShadowPuppet_Deb-Wuliger.pdf
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Write a play for puppet theatre, which can be shown to other classes or the rest of
the school. Some ideas for a play include:
o A Dreamtime/Creation story.
o A Fairy tale.
o Make your own.
Put on a puppet show for other classes or the rest of the school at an assembly.

Part 4: THE DREAMTIME/Creation stories AND FAIRYTALES
The Dreamtime/Creation stories

The Dreaming (sometimes referred to as the Dreamtime or Dreamtimes or Creation
stories) for Australian Indigenous people, is when the Ancestral Beings moved across the
land and created life and significant geographic features.
The Dreaming, or Tjukurrpa also means to ‘see and understand the law’ as it is
translated from the Arrernte language (Frank Gillen with Baldwin Spencer, translating an
Arrernte word Altyerrenge).
Dreaming/creation stories pass on important traditional knowledge, cultural values and
belief systems to new generations.
Through the songs, dances, paintings and storytelling that express the
Dreaming/creation stories, Aborigines have maintained a link from ancient times to
today, creating a rich cultural heritage.
Aboriginal people have the longest continuous cultural history of any group of people on
Earth. Estimates date this history to between 50,000 and 65,000 years. Before European
settlement of Australia, there were around 600 different Aboriginal nations, based on
community and language groups.

Fairy Tales
The term ‘fairy tale’ is an English language expression for a short narrative
corresponding to the French phrase conte de fée, the German term Märchen, the Italian
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fiaba, the Polish basn or the Swedish saga. Only a small number of the stories thus
designated explicitly refer to fairies. Nonetheless, the stories may be distinguished from
other folk narratives such as legends and traditions (which generally involve belief in the
truth of the events) and explicitly moral tales, including beast fables. Fairy tales typically
feature such folkloric characters as fairies, goblins, elves, trolls, giants or gnomes, and
usually magic or enchantments. Often the story will involve a far-fetched sequence of
events.
In less technical contexts, the term is also used to describe something blessed with
unusual happiness, as in “fairy tale ending” (a happy ending) or “fairy tale romance”
(though not all fairy tales end happily).
Colloquially, a “fairy tale” or “fairy story” can also mean any far-fetched story or ‘tall
tale’.
In cultures where demons and witches are perceived as real, fairy tales may merge into
legends, where the narrative is perceived both by tellers and hearers as being grounded
in historical truth. However, unlike legends and epics, they usually do not contain more
than superficial references to religion and actual places, people, and events; they take
place once upon a time rather than in actual times.
Fairy tales are found in oral and in literary form. The oral tradition of the fairy tale came
long before the written page. Tales were told or enacted dramatically, rather than
written down, and handed down from generation to generation. Because of this, the
history of their development is necessarily obscure. The history of the fairy tale is
particularly difficult to trace, because only the literary forms can survive. Still, the
evidence of literary works at least indicates that fairy tales have existed for thousands of
years, although not perhaps recognized as a genre; the name “fairy tale” was first
ascribed to them by Madame d’Aulnoy. Many of today’s fairy tales have evolved from
centuries-old stories that have appeared, with variations, in multiple cultures around the
world. Fairy tales, and works derived from fairy tales, are still written today.

Dreamtime/Creation story and Fairy Tales activities
Playing
Read the full synopsis of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui (Appendix A) and
Grimm’s original version Snow White and Seven Dwarfs.
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(Please note; Grimm brothers original version may be adapted by teacher for younger students.)

Activity for Younger Children:
While you read the story of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui to students, ask
them to pay attention to one of the characters in the play and draw what they imagine
they look like (after the students see the play they can compare their version of the
character with the appearance of the character in the play)
After reading the story of Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui, discuss the story and
characters with them. Ask the students to think about fairy tales they know and ask if
they can think of any that are similar to this story. Introduce the idea of Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs as a similar story.
Read a children’s version of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to the students and work
with them to make the story into a simple play so that students learn the difference
between narrative text and a play. Ask students to write the play so that everyone in
the class has a part, even as forest animals. Encourage the students to perform the play
in class (it does not need to be ‘professionally’ done to be a learning experience and fun
for the students. Ask the students to think about how they feel when they are
performing and how easy or difficult it must be for the actors on stage to remember
lines and perform in front of an audience. Revisit this activity after the students have
seen the play Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui on stage.

Activity for Older Children:
Ask students to work in groups of four, in each group two people should read
Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui (Appendix 1) and two people should read Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs (Appendix 2).
In each group, students should discuss the stories and the similarities and differences
that they observe, with particular emphasis on:





The use of language
Oral or written
Setting
Characters

Please provide students with a copy of table 1 as a guide.
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Suggested responses on similarities and differences:

Similarities

Differences

Snow white and the Seven
Dwarfs
Good and evil

Wulamanayuwi and the seven
Pamanui
Good and evil

Evil women turns into an old
lady
Fairy tale
(designed as a written story
based on make believe)

Evil women turns into an old
lady
Dreamtime/Creation stories
(an oral story passed from
generation to generation based
on beliefs and values)

Setting (magical forest)

Setting (Tiwi Islands/actual
place)

Hero = Prince

Hero= Hunter

Use of language:
- Thou O Queen,
- Once upon a time

Use of language
- hair as black and shiny as the
darkest of starry nights
- One morning
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Table 1: Similarities and difference between Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui
and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs

Wulamanayuwi and the
Seven Pamanui

Similarities

Differences
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Activities for All Age Groups
Create your own fairy tale (suitable for all ages)
Teachers discuss fairy tales with the students and ask them to nominate their
favourite fairy tale. Work with the students to work out the common elements
of a fairy tale – what commonalities do they find in fairy tales. You may want to
use the opportunity for studnets to research books and the internet for answers.

Discuss as a class which fairy tales from the list have been made into a movie, eg. Disney
animated.
Ask students to write a list of all fairy tales that they know about that have been
made into a movie. Ask them if they know of any Dreamtime/Creation stories
that have been made into plays or movies. As a class choose one Hans Christian
Anderson book that has been made into a movie. As a class read the book and
watch the movie:
Younger students should choose one character from the story and make a poster
showing similarities/differences in how the character is depicted in the book compared
with the movie.
Older students should work in teams to debate whether the book or movie is better.
The could use the following questions as a guide:
 Did you prefer the book or the movie?
 Did you understand it?
 What was different about the book compared to the movie?
 What was the same?
 Did the main elements of the story stay the same between the picture
book and movie? Explain.
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Work with students to brainstorm situations for fairy tales.
Suggestions for ‘real-life’ situations for Fairy Tales
 Being the new kid in school
 Having an adult family change/leave
 A new baby in the family
 Jealousy
 Common Fears
 Dealing with bullies
 Problems to overcome
 Loss of something special to you
 A mean teacher
 Losing your best friend
 Students picking on each other
 Getting detention
 Death of a friend or family member
 Having to move
 Best friend moving
(http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson42/RWT027-2.pdf)

Work with students then create their own draft of a picture book fairy tale using the
common elements and situations as a guide.
When the draft is complete the students check their story against the following
checklist:
Story Includes
Check
Clearly Described Characters
Details Of The Situation
Key Fairy Tale Elements
A Complication
Does The Story Flow When Read Aloud
Can I Imagine The Pictures To Go With The Story
Students then break their story into what will go onto each page.
Once teacher has checked work, the students then create their book with
illustrations.
As a class, have some of the students read their work.
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Comprehension Questions:

Have a class discussion about the play.
Ask the students to answer the following questions :

1)

Where are the Tiwi Islands?

2)

What is the Dreaming?

3)

What is a Fairy Tale?

4)

Find the differences and similarities between the European version of Snow White
and the Seven Dwarves and the Dreaming/Creation story from the Tiwi Islands,
Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui.

5)

What is a Narrator? Why does the playwright use a narrator to help tell his story

6)

What are some of the animals and birds that help Wulamanayuwi throughout the
play? Who do those animals represent?

7)

How are each of the characters represented within the play? Describe them
physically, and then describe their personal characteristics.

8)

Describe the mood of the performance. How does it change from scene to scene?

9)

Describe the technical devices that are used to show changes in each scene or
setting.

10)

In your opinion, how effective do you feel these technical devises are in creating
clear passages of time or changes of location within the performance?
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Part 5: EXPLORING THE TIWI ISLANDS, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
The Tiwi Islands are 100 km north of Darwin where the Arafura Sea joins the Timor Sea.
They comprise Melville Island and Bathurst Island, with a combined area of 8,320 square
kilometres (3,212 sq mi).The Tiwi Islands lie to the north of Australia's Northern
Territory, and are governed as part of that jurisdiction.
The Apsely Strait, which is about 64 kilometres in length, separates Melville and Bathurst
Island from mainland Australia. They are the largest Australian islands after Tasmania, so
large that they actually create their own weather pattern within the tropical monsoonal
zone.
The climate on the Tiwi Islands is tropical. The Tiwi describe three distinct seasons; the
dry (season of smoke/kumurrupunari), the build up (song of cicadas/tiyari) and the wet
(storms/jamutakari.) The seasons frame the lifestyle of the Tiwi people, dictating the
food sources available and their ceremonies. http://www.tiwiislands.nt.gov.au/
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Tiwi Culture
Background on Tiwi - The Creation Time
The Tiwi Islands of Bathurst and Melville came at the beginning of time, during the
creation period, or Parlingarri. Before this time there was only darkness and the earth
was flat.
In the south, Murtangkala, an old blind woman arose from the ground clasping her three
infants to her breast and crawling on her knees she traveled slowly north; her tracks
creating the streams and Straits of the islands of Tiwi and covered them with vegetation
and creatures that would provide for her family.
Nobody knows from where she came and, having completed her work, Murtangkala
vanished.

Tiwi Language
The Tiwi feel that maintaining their language is vital if they are to retain their culture.
Most Tiwi speak to each other in their own language, not in English. Tiwi Land Council
(TLC) Chairman Robert Tipungwuti deplored the decline of what he called “real” or “old”
Tiwi; he said that only a handful of older Tiwi knew how to speak it. When he was asked
if Tiwi would be taught as a language at the new college, soon to be established there,
he said; “It is the Tiwi’s job to teach the Tiwi Language at home to their children not at
school.”
The language spoken today incorporates many Australian, and indeed some
international expressions and words. Like all modern languages it is constantly evolving.
Over the years a number of people have produced dictionaries and teaching guide on
the Tiwi Language including Dr C R Osborne, Marie Godfrey and Sister Tess Ward. Today
the Literacy Centre at Nguiu produces Tiwi Language guides, some of which are for sale.
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Tiwi Word
Pamanui
Mapurtiti
Waya
Winga
Yimpunga
Yakai
Kalikali
Kuwa
Darri
Milikamika
Wulamarwi
Awungana
Ngiya pupuni
Pupuni Japanari
Murtangkala
Palangarri
Warnarringa
Japarra
Yamparriparri
Ngiya
Nginja

Pronunciation
Puma-nooee
Mahpr-dede
Whey-ah
Wing-ah
Ym-pungah
Yuk-eye
Karli karli
Koo-wuh
Durry
Mili-kum-mika
Woolah-marlwee
A-one-guna
Neeya pupunee
Pupunee Dapanaree
Moordun-gala
Parlun-garli
War-naringa
Daparla
Yum-parli-parli
Nia
Nyinta

English Meaning
Dwarf Spirit Creatures
Spirit
Okay
Sea
Big Sister
Expression of surprise or pain
Come here
Yes
Dad
Dancing Circle
Old People
Hello, how are you?
I'm good
Good morning
Mother Nature
Long Time Ago
Sun (Woman)
Moon (Man)
Vampire
me / my
You

Tiwi Islands, Culture and Language Activities
Map Questions for younger children
Using the information provided and the internet or an atlas, do some research to
answer the following questions about the Tiwi Islands.
1. On a copy of the Tiwi Island map above, or with the map projected on a smart board,
work with students to compare to maps in atlases or on the internet and correctly
label each of the islands and community names.
2. Writer Jason De Santis comes from Milikapiti, circle this on the map.
3. Use the resources provided (map and internet) to work out how far the Tiwi Islands
from Darwin? _____________________
4. Work with students to help them use the map key to calculate how many kilometres
is it from one end of Melville Island to the other?
______________________________________________________________
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5. Talk about the climate/ climatic zone on the Tiwi Islands and ask students to
compare this with the climate in their home town or city.__________________
Activities for older children:
2. The three distinct seasons of the Tiwi Islands are; the dry/ season of smoke; the build
up/ song of cicadas, and the wet/ storms. What are the Tiwi names given to these
seasons? Do some further research to find which months of the year the seasons
occur.
Seasons
The dry/ Season of smoke

Tiwi name

Months

The build up/ Song of cicadas

The wet/ Storms

3. Using library and internet resources, research the population of the Tiwi Islands.
a. What is the population of the Tiwi Islands?
b. What is the population of Jason De Santis’ home town Milikapiti?
c. What percentage of the population are Indigenous and non-Indigenous?
4. Using Library and internet resources, investigate the governance structure of the
communities on Tiwi Island.
1. Crocodile Myth
With students read the relationships between land, animals and people and Yirrikapayi:
Crocodile creation myth information.
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Introduce the painting by Jean Baptiste APUATIMI- which tells the crocodile story and
listen to the crocodile song and story of the artist at
http://nga.gov.au/Exhibition/NIAT07/Detail.cfm?IRN=163704
This website also provides an overview of the artist, Jean Baptiste APUATIMI, provides
the story behind Yirrikapayi and links to an overview of art on the Tiwi Islands.
Ask students to listen to the audio tape with background music while following
the music with body percussion.
Ask students to listen to the audio while taking notes about the artists story.
Students should then use the notes to make a short play based on the artists life.
2. Create an original artwork
Read the Tiwi creation story at http://www.aboriginalartonline.com/regions/tiwi2.php
In class, discuss student ideas about creation stories. Be ready to tell other creation
stories if students do not have any to share (examples could include the ‘Big Bang’
theory, evolution, and the story from Genesis amongst others).
Students should use the theme of one of the stories discussed in class to create an art
work, which they could use to share their ideas and stories to other classes.
Students could write their own idea of how the world was created and either create an
art piece or song to share the story with classmates.
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Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui Word Find
K U P T K D J A O E N Y U R I
M W A L A L I K A R R I
J U U
Q D O W Y Z P I R R A D N W A
B T U A E A M T I W I A U Y Y
V K K K J B A A F Y M L M R A
S A I J T K R B X A A I S A W
I X J M L R P Y P M N T J D V
I Y Q A I A U D A N K I Z J Q
I P Y Z O J W N A W Q T J F T
L S X X C N A U I I X R Y F C
N P L I A Y J R E N D U N E Z
L E Q A U T U K R G X P L H F
E P V W N D W U J A P A R R A
I T I E D D A W E G W M Q T W
Q P S N S A S F Q R Z A L X G

Find the following words:
AWARRAJIMI

DARRI

ISLANDS

JAPARRA

JIPMARPUWAJUWA

JIRRAKILALA

KUWA

MAPURTITI

PAMANUI

SEVEN

TIWI

WAYA

WINGA

WULAMANAYUWI

YAKAI

Appendix A
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WULA-MANA-YUWI AND THE SEVEN PAMANUAS
By Jason De Santis
Full Synopsis

Parlangardi, a long time ago, after death was first brought to the Tiwi Islands. A young
baby girl was born, Wula-mana-yuwi. She was the first-born to her father Jip-marpuwajuwa, a tall, handsome and humble warrior and her mother, his first wife, a the very
beautiful singer. After giving birth to her daughter, Wula-mana-yuwi’s mother fell
gravely ill and died with the baby girl suckling her breast. This brought much sadness to
Jip-marpuwa-juwa, she was his first wife, and they were as close with each other as the
sea is to the sand. And their love went as deep as the ocean. Luckily, Jip-marpuwa-juwa’s
second wife produced milk from her breast to keep the baby alive.

As years passed, the very special Wula-mana-yuwi grew into a young woman whom was
as vibrant as the sun, and was loved and respected greatly by her seven little brothers
that Jipmar-puwa-juwa had fathered with his two other wives. The whole tribe loved
her. She was beautiful, with the limbs of a black pearl and hair as shiny and black as the
darkest of starry nights. Her father constantly thought about how she looked exactly like
her mother, how much she acted like her mother and how much she sounded like her
when she sang, like the song of a storm bird.

One, morning as the moon was drifting to make way for the sun, a huge green star
landed on the island. In it flew the evil and horrid Jirri-kilala, a ‘mopardinga’ (devil
woman). She had flown to the islands looking for men’s souls to feed on.

A few days later, at sunset, Jipmar-puwa-juwa was hunting in the sea with his spear, he
noticed a beautiful young woman walking on the beach. She was singing, a beautiful
song he had never heard before and became entranced by her voice and walked straight
towards her. She was fair-skinned, like he had never seen before, and green eyes like the
jade colour of a waterfall. They chatted and he could not stop looking into her eyes. She
explained she had come from the mainland with her sister and brother in-law whom was
from the other side, her father had wished for her to be married, like her sister to
another Tiwi man.
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He had not heard or seen of this woman before, but he knew that he was falling in love.
Unbeknownst to him, she was the evil and horrid spirit Mopardinga, disguised as a
beautiful woman Jirri-kilala, and that she was going to drain his soul, but first she had to
marry him. When they arrived at the camp everyone was surprised and suspicious, but
with her she had brought a dilly-bag full of ‘sung’ or cursed objects such as feathers,
pearls and weavings, once the other wives and the children touched these objects they
adored her. Except Wula-mana-yuwi. She didn’t touch the objects, and became the
spectator. Why, was the whole family, all-of-a-sudden, in love with this present-giving,
fair-skinned, green-eyed, beautiful woman?

What shocked Wula-mana-yuwi even more was her father’s announcement that night
that he would take Jirri-kilala as his new wife and that on request of Jirri-kilala, they
would marry the next morning before sunlight. Not one person in the family thought this
was odd, except of course Wula-mana-yuwi.

That night after all the tribe had gone to sleep, Jirri-kilala woke. She quietly crawled out
of her shelter and made sure no one was awake. She needed to make magic before the
wedding ceremony. Being a shape-shifter, she quickly turned into a tawny frogmouth
owl and flew in the darkness to a little pond hidden by a hanging rock. Into it, she spat
an evil medicine, that of the ‘Evil Spirit of the Water’ - her guide, her master of song and
magic. She knew that Wula-mana-yuwi was wise, and the only way she was going to be
able to feed on her father’s soul was to be rid of his eldest daughter. She was his
protection.

With a wretched song, the Evil Spirit of the Water and Jirri-kilala curse the family to
believe everything Jirri-kilala says and does. They then devised a plan that involves
sending Wula-mana-yuwi hunting to country Jirri-kilala knows is dead and barren. Jirrikilala knows this because every part of country that she had visited and unleashed her
evil on had become dead and barren for nothing to live. This was part of the bigger plan
you see. Jirri-kilala wanted to return the earth to darkness, with no form and just
shadows, like the days before Murtangkala created the Tiwi Islands. However, to do that
she had to do away with all mortals, and it was the souls of men that kept her thriving,
and the better singer, dancer and hunter the man was, the bigger her powers would
grow.

The next morning, the wedding celebrations occurred, but Wula-mana-yuwi did not
dance or sing for her father’s new wife. This angered him. She knew that she had upset
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her father, but she felt so strongly that something was wrong with this new woman. She
wanted to make a point. That very night that Jirri-kilala had arrived Wula-mana-yuwi had
a dreamt of a green star landing in the country, and she had seen what she thought may
had been her mother, and that she had turned into a white cockatoo. The cockatoo then
spoke to Wula-mana-yuwi saying that trouble had arrived. She woke before the dream
ended. When she tried to relay this to her father, he laughed it off and called her a
dreamer, just like her mother. This annoyed Wula-mana-yuwi, but she kept the peace
and decided to let it be. What upset her most was this sudden change in her father.

After the wedding celebrations, Jipmar-puwa-juwa advised his family that he had to
leave for Kurlama ceremonies that very day. Mopardinga started to feel anxious, as she
knew she would have to wait for three days and nights until her new husband returned
so she could feed on his soul. She knew then that this was her time to rid the Island of
Wula-mana-yuwi, who she knew was a protector of her father.

Before Jipmar-puwa-juwa left for Kurlama, he took Wula-mana-yuwi aside. Wula-manayuwi was nervous. Was he angry at her for not dancing or singing? He explained to her
that she was his eldest child, and because he did not have an eldest son, it was her
responsibility to protect and look after the family while he was away. He reminded her
that she had the spirit of her mother and that she was growing up to look more and
more like her everyday. He also reminded her to not eat or kill magpie goose, as this was
her totem and ceremonial dance. He then hugged her tightly; this was the father she
knew, sincere and loving. She then stared into his eyes; in them were grey clouds as if a
storm was forming. He quickly looked away when he noticed she was doing this, and the
tone of his voice quickly changed. Wula-mana-yuwi definitely knew then that something
was wrong.

As Jipmar-puwa-juwa said his last goodbyes to his family, he looked around for Jirrikilala. She had already retreated into her shelter and had covered it with tree branches
as of not to let the sunlight in. Odd as it seemed, no one seemed to care, except of
course Wula-mana-yuwi. Jirri-kilala shouted her good byes and said she had felt sick allof-a-sudden. Her father shrugged and started to walk, turning back once more to wave
to his family.

As soon as the silhouette of Jipmar-puwa-juwa disappeared Jirri-kilala yelled from her
shelter for Wula-mana-yuwi to go hunting and gathering for the family on the other side
of the hill, and by herself! Wula-mana-yuwi asked if anyone else was going to come and
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Jirri-kilala quickly responded with a “No!”. Wula-mana-yuwi was puzzled, more so with
the fact that the rest of the family agreed with Jirri-kilala, and they all told her to hurry
as they were starving. Jirri-kilala was also quick to remind Wula-mana-yuwi that she was
the eldest, therefore responsible for looking after her family. She then exclaimed that
she was not to return unless her basket and arms were full with food. Her father’s voice
then echoed in her head, so she set off to hunt.

Hours passed and Wula-mana-yuwi could not find anything. The land was all dry and
dead, there wasn’t even a fly in sight! How could this be? She hadn’t seen ay fire coming
from this area, and she remembered it being full of tall trees and green shrubs, and it
was only the end of the wet season. The sun began to slowly set, and she knew she had
to hurry to avoid being caught in the darkness. But as she walked on she could see that
there was no hope of finding any food to take home to her family. She sat down and
looked up into the sky, as if looking for a miracle, where out of nowhere, a white figure
flew over the top of her. She was startled. This figure then landed in front of her. It was a
white cockatoo, and it looked exactly like the one she had seen in her dream.

The cockatoo jumped towards her and made an action with its wing, like the gesture a
person makes for someone to follow them. The cockatoo then flew up, circled and
looked back at Wula-mana-yuwi, so up she got and follow the bird she did. Just over
another little hill, further than Wula-mana-yuwi had ever been was thriving country.
There were billy-goat plums, bush apples, sugar bag and fat possums and bandicoot
scratching around in every hollow log. Wula-mana-yuwi was quick to load up her basket
with tucker for her family, and had a quick feed herself as she was starving. She looked
for the white cockatoo then to thank it, but the bird had already disappeared. So, with
only a short time till the sun went to sleep she ran as fast as she could back towards
camp.

The sun had disappeared now and Wula-mana-yuwi could see a fire burning in the
direction of her camp. When she arrived the family was hungrily sitting around the fire
waiting. When her seven little brothers had seen that her basket and arms were full with
berries, sugar-bag and two fat bandicoot on each shoulder they started singing and
clapping their hands. As she sat down by the fire, Jirri-kilala came out from her shelter,
pretending to be grateful that Wula-mana-yuwi had found food, but looking shocked at
the same time. She couldn’t really care if the whole tribe starved to death. Wula-manayuwi offered her some food but she refused, claiming that she was still sick. She wasn’t
sick; she just didn’t eat the food of mortals.
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That night, after the family had feasted and fast asleep, Jirri-kilala crawled out of her
shelter and turned once again into the tawny frogmouth owl and flew to the little pond
under the hanging rock. When she arrived she was furious! How did this daughter find
the food? She had deliberately sent to her to barren land. She consulted the ‘Evil Spirit
of the Water’ and he told her of how a light from above had guided her to the food, he
could not see that it was a white cockatoo, as it was too pure for his eyes to see. Jirrikilala was livid; she needed to learn another evil chant so that she could execute another
evil plan that would be sure to rid of this clever daughter.

The next night, the tribes’ youngest baby would be made sick. Wula-mana-yuwi would
then have to search in the darkness for a certain root of a shrub that could be boiled and
sipped to cure her baby brother. But this shrub was deep in the bush, and awaiting her
would be the evil and cunning ‘spirit dingo’ that would eat Wula-mana-yuwi alive. Jirrikilala let out an evil cackle, overjoyed that this daughter was finally going to be gone
forever. She turned into the owl again and flew quickly back to camp and into her
shelter as the sun was coming up.

The next morning came, and the family decided that they would all go hunting in the
mangroves for mud mussels, crab and mangrove worm. Wula-mana-yuwi called for Jirrikilala to see if she would like to join them. Jirri-kilala refused, stating once again that she
was still sick. Wula-mana-yuwi went to go inside her shelter to check on her but as she
approached Jirri-kilala poked her with a sharp stick. Wula-mana-yuwi knew then that she
should just leave her be.

Returning before sunset the family settled to eat their tucker. They offered Jirri-kilala
who still had not come out from her shelter. Again she refused. Wula-mana-yuwi
thought that of course you get sick if you don’t eat, but she couldn’t be bothered, more
crab claws for her to eat!

After all was quite the baby brother of the family began crying, sounding sick and
bothered. Jirri-kilala quickly came out from her shelter. She asked his mother to pass
him to her, she looked at him then ordered Wula-mana-yuwi, still half asleep to look for
the root of shrub that would cure her baby brother and reminded her that his health
was dependant on whether she found this plant. She didn’t care at all if the baby died
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right there in her arms. So off Wula-mana-yuwi went, fire stick in hand and the will to
help her little brother.

After searching for sometime she finally found the shrub she was looking for. She quickly
began to dig at its roots. Just as she snapped off the root there was a loud snap behind
her. Standing tall, red eyes bright as coals and a thick growl was the biggest dingo Wulamana-yuwi had ever seen. She didn’t know what to do. She tried to scream but no sound
came out. She fell to the ground crawling backwards as the dingo approached her
snarling. All of a sudden a shadow appeared to fly across the moon and swoop down
towards her. It was the white cockatoo; the bird let out a screech and dropped an oyster
shell in her hand. From that oyster shell a reflection of the moon beams shone brightly
and straight into the eyes of the dingo that turned into a little fluffy dingo pup, yelping
and wagging his tail. Wula-mana-yuwi was freaked, but quickly grabbed the root and as
she turned to run thought that of what a good idea it would be to bring the pup back as
a gift for baby brother.

When Wula-mana-yuwi arrived the family was so relieved. They quickly boiled the root
in some water and gave it to her baby brother in little sips. Jirri-kilala was so cross,
especially as the girl told the family the whole story of what had happened and how she
was saved by a white cockatoo that dropped the shell into her hand. Jirri-kilala knew
then that this was the “white light” that the ‘Evil Spirit of the Water’ had told her about,
and in fact was the white cockatoo. She knew then that this bird was some sort of
protector and that she was to kill it too! After everyone was asleep she quickly turned
into the owl and flew to the pond. Was the ‘Evil Spirit of the Water’ trying to make a fool
out of her? She yelled at him to teach her the most evil song to sing and rid of the girl
forever.

The next morning the tribe did not even move from their shelters. The sun was burning
down on them hotter than ever before. The children were thirsty and they wanted to go
swimming, but the river they lived next to was dry, the waterfalls were dry, everything
was bone dry. Jirri-kilala then called Wula-mana-yuwi from her guarded shelter and told
her take her seven little brothers to a tiny lake that was hidden from the sun, and the
water was always cool as it was under a hanging rock. Wula-mana-yuwi agreed and she
set off with her little brothers in tow. As she walked away Jirri-kilala peeked from a little
hole in her shelter wall. She was watching them walk away with a smile on her face, as
they walked she noticed the white cockatoo appear above, she quickly did a whistle that
caused a huge wind to knock the bird off course and carried it as far away as possible.
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Arriving at the water hole, the kids screamed in delight and ran straight into the water. It
was beautiful and clear, with sand at the bottom and a little shallow area for the baby
brother to wade in. Wula-mana-yuwi had a quick dip then got out to leave her brothers
screaming and splashing so she could rest under a thick green frangipani tree. She began
to sing as she made a garland of flowers. Out of nowhere there was a huge clap of
thunder and crack of lightning. This startled Wula-mana-yuwi and she looked up but
there wasn’t a cloud in sight. She noticed then how silent it was. She looked over to the
water hole and her brothers were gone, the water was completely still. She thought they
must have run in fright from the thunder and lightning. She looked on the other side of
the rock, they weren’t there. She looked on top of the rock and no one was there. She
dived into the water; no one was in there either. She yelled out to them, and there was
no reply. She began to worry now. She searched everywhere. Her brothers were gone.
She ran back as quickly as her legs could move her back to camp.

When Wula-mana-yuwi arrived back at camp she was hysterical, she was crying, she was
worried and most of all scared. Jirri-kilala sat in her shelter and could hear everything. It
was perfect; when Jipmar-puwa-juwa arrived back home he would be so angry with his
daughter for losing all his sons that he would want to kill her. She snickered at the
thought. As for the mothers, they didn’t know what to do. They were so shocked, and
Wula-mana-yuwi could see the rage filling the sadness in their eyes, Jirri-kilala could
hear it in their voices. All the mothers then ran in the direction of where their children
were last seen, including Wula-mana-yuwi, of course Jirri-kilala stayed.

They arrived late that evening with no children. The mothers were wailing loudly and
calling their children’s' names. Wula-mana-yuwi was too sad to walk. She had collapsed
to her knees before they even got back to camp sobbing; she picked up a rock and began
hitting herself in the head in a sign of complete guilt and confusion. Jirri-kilala had finally
come out again from her shelter to comfort the mothers. She didn’t really know what
had happened to the boys, whether they were dead or just gone to sleep. Either way,
Jipmar-puwa-juwa arrived back home early the next morning and that would be the end
of this stupid little family.

As the mothers sat crying Wula-mana-yuwi walked back into camp with her head down,
the eldest mother Jukurra jumped to her feet cursing Wula-mana-yuwi and pulled her
hair until she fell to the ground. Wula-mana-yuwi didn’t even flinch. Jirri-kilala broke
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them apart and Wula-mana-yuwi quickly disappeared into her shelter where she cried
herself to sleep.

The morning came quickly, and the wailing continued. Jipmar-puwa-juwa was walking
towards the camp, until a gust of wind picked up the wailing and sent it to him, the then
started running towards his wives. When he arrived the women were shouting and
crying as to what happened, he could hardly make out what they were saying but heard
clearly that his boys had mysteriously disappeared under the Wula-mana-yuwi’s watch.
He screamed then for his daughter to show her face. Wula-mana-yuwi walked slowly out
of her shelter. She was bruised, sore and sorry, her father tried to talk calmly but this
was very brief. She tried to explain what had happened, but when she did he picked up
his spear and proceeded to spear her, but he stopped himself just inches from her
abdomen. He told her then to leave. She was no longer his daughter; she was a bastard
child now. He told her he never wanted to see her face, and that she was to never step
foot on this country ever again.

Wula-mana-yuwi on hearing this sobbed inside her heart, she quickly turned and ran
into her shelter, fetched the oyster shell which she had now turned into a necklace and
stopped to look at her father’s face one last time, but he turned away and spat. So she
ran, away from her family, and away from her country, forever.

Wula-mana-yuwi could run no longer. Her feet were bleeding and swollen and she was
too tired to even wink. She had crossed the river and was now in country that was
completely foreign to her. It was like the barren land she had seen when she sent to
hunt for the family. Except it was much darker here. There was no soft ground to sleep,
so she made a bed in between two boulders. She fell asleep straight away.

She woke up to the sound of no birds, no wind and just harsh sunlight. Wula-mana-yuwi
so thirsty now so she wandered down to the river. She washed her battered feet and
face and dunked her head in the water. Then a something hit her on her back. She
quickly sat up and looked around. It was just a little pebble. She continued to bathe and
then another pebble flew past her head and into the water, Wula-mana-yuwi got onto
her knees and scanned the area but could not seen anyone or anything. As she turned to
wash her hair once more another rock hit her in the back of her head, this time she
jumped and shouted angrily. And it was then that she saw a little shadow and the sound
of little feet dart behind a boulder. She rushed over to the boulder and hid on the other
side. She looked to the left side, nothing. She looked to the right side, nothing. As she
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looked over the top another head rose at the same time. It was a Pamanua! They both
looked at each other and screamed. Wula-mana-yuwi fainted.

Wula-mana-yuwi woke to a bunch of leaves being brushed roughly in her face and nose,
it smelt like eucalyptus. She sat up immediately and looked for the person doing this to
her, but no one was there. She scanned around her, she was in a cave. As she sorely rose
to her feet she could see that there were seven little sleeping mats, seven little bowls,
seven little spears and seven little dilly bags, how odd she thought? Was this where
children lived? She looked around and noticed a small bunch of leaves protruding from
the wall and it made a little movement. She walked over to it and yanked it hard; when
all-of-a-sudden a little Pamanua fell out of the wall giggling. Then another six fell out of
the wall pointing and laughing at the one Pamanua Wula-mana-yuwi had pulled out.
They were all camouflaged against the cave wall.

At first Wula-mana-yuwi was scared but began giggling at these little creatures she had
only ever been told about in stories by her mothers. They were usually told stories about
these to make her little brothers fall asleep. She introduced herself and so did they. They
were cute little black creatures, with scrunched up moon faces, and a head full of wiry
black and white hair. Their bodies were solid strong, and they had only three fingers and
toes, that were so short they were almost like paws. They told Wula-mana-yuwi they
had found her knocked out near the river so brought her back to the cave. They
apologised for their youngest Pamanua scaring her and said that he was such a humbug
and sticky beak! Wula-mana-yuwi just laughed. They chatted nicely and Wula-manayuwi had told her the story of this new woman that her father had married, and that she
thought she was evil because when she was banished she could hear Jirri-kilala laughing
at her from her shelter. The Pamanuas told her she definitely must be evil and said that
she should tell her father! Wula-mana-yuwi said she was too scared to go back.

The fattest of the Pamanuas interrupted then by rubbing his tummy and saying he was
hungry, and then they all joined in. Wula-mana-yuwi agreed and offered to prepare a
meal for them all. She looked for food but cold only find yams, herbs and powder to
make damper. So for dinner that night they all feasted on yam and herb soup with
damper. They all fell asleep that night with happy bellies, including Wula-mana-yuwi
who was still sore and tired.

As night crept in Jirri-kilala crept and flew out to the water hole. She consulted the ‘Evil
Spirit of the Water’ once more as she wanted to be sure that this girl was definitely dead
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and gone forever. As she spoke he was worried, he knew Wula-mana-yuwi was still alive
and he knew she had found Pamanuas that had taken her in. Furiously Jirri-kilala
smashed the water with her hand. She shouted at the ‘Evil Spirit of the Water’ to stop
making a fool of her and said that this time she would deal with the girl on her own. She
would catch a magpie goose and cook it, then curse it to look like a lovely fat carpet
snake. Once this was done she would shape-shift into an old humble woman and find
the girl and offer it to her. Surely this would kill her as it is great taboo to eat your totem.
She needed this to happen first thing in the morning as too much sun would drain her of
energy to feed on Jipmar-puwa-juwa later the next night.

It was very silent in the cave when Wula-mana-yuwi awoke. The Pamanuas must’ve set
off to hunt as they were gone and so were their dilly-bags and spears. So she started to
clean up their cave. They were extremely messy for such small people she thought to
herself, just like her little brothers she had lost. The thought always played on her mind,
and she thought of how much the Pamanuas personalities were exactly like her little
brothers too. One was clumsy, one was grumpy, there was a sooky Pamanua, a sleep
Pamanua, a baby humbug, a macho one that looked the eldest and a little chubby one
too. A she set about cleaning there was a gentle voice, like that of an old lady calling out
to se if anyone was home.

Wula-mana-yuwi walked outside to find a dear old lady with hair as white as clouds and
a toothless smile as gentle as a child. She said she was wondering past and heard Wulamana-yuwi’s sweet voice so she thought she would bring her a cooked carpet snake. It
was so fat and Wula-mana-yuwi looked at it, it was her favourite! She took the offering
from the old lady. When she asked if the old lady would like to come inside the old lady
refused and said she was on her way back home, as she had passed through from
visiting her daughter and grandchildren. The old lady told Wula-mana-yuwi to taste the
meat, so Wula-mana-yuwi did, and she bit the fattest part of the body. As soon as she
had done this everything went blurry and she dropped to the ground heavily. The old
lady turned and left immediately.

The Pamanuas walked victoriously back top their cave with their catches, one wallaby
and three fat possum. They were so excited to share it with Wula-mana-yuwi until they
found her lying in a heap dead at the entrance to their cave. They tried to shake her
awake but she did not move. They then placed her in a comfortable position and began
mourning Wula-mana-yuwi. The started to dance and sing songs of sorrow and death.
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Upstream a tall, dark and handsome man named Prijina walked with his spear in hand.
He was on his way to meet his promised wife, Wula-mana-yuwi, daughter of the
infamous warrior and hunter, Jipmar-puwa-juwa. He was about to cross the river when
he heard crying and singing in the distance. He followed the noise and found the
Pamanuas surrounding a beautiful young girl who lay dead on the ground. He was
completely surprised. Never before had he seen Pamanuas, and to see them mourning a
human was weird. He walked curiously up to them and asked who this girl was and
when they told him it was Wula-mana-yuwi he was shocked. This was meant to be his
wife! They explained what had happened to her and he decided then that no matter
what the consequence was, he was going to return her to her father and country to be
buried.

He scooped her up. She was still very beautiful, more than he could have imagined.
Tears began to well in his eyes as he had waited all his life to meet Wula-mana-yuwi and
take her back to his country as his wife. He began walking and asked if the Pamanuas
were to join him. They said the tide was high and they needed it to flow out before they
could cross. He thanked them for looking after her and went on his way to take his
promised wife back to her father.

When he arrived at Jipmar-puwa-juwa’s camp it had was just fading into night time. He
could see Jipmar-puwa-juwa sitting by down by a burn out fire silently. He introduced
himself and slowly placed the dead girl in front of her father. He looked around and
noticed that the camp was silent, creepily silent and the hair on his neck stood up.
Where were Jipmar-puwa-juwa’s other two wives? He began to tell Jipmar-puwa-juwa
the story of what had happened, then he noticed something, this man was not moving,
and he didn’t even react. He was silent and breathing only in short puffs. When he
looked closely he could see Jipmar-puwa-juwa’s eyes were completely glazed over and
blackened. Something was wrong, and he knew immediately that something evil had
happened here.

Suddenly, out of the darkness came an ugly devil woman. She was horrid with the face
of a smashed up crocodile, teeth as sharp as sharks, and one big claw for a hand. She
cackled. Another man to feast on she thought and she started to approach Prijina. This
was Jirri-kilala in her real form as a Mopardinga. He tried to step back but couldn’t move.
His feet were stuck to the earth. Mopardinga was closer to him now, snarling with a
yellow juices flowing from her ugly mouth. She reached out her claw and placed it on his
head, digging the claws in; she was draining his soul.
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In the background the Pamanuas snuck in. They were sticking to the shadows as they
could see what was going on in the camp. They were petrified of this beast they saw,
never before had they seen anything so disgustingly repulsive before in their lives. The
wanted to save Wula-mana-yuwi from the beast as she was occupied with Prijina. As the
snuck behind her to pick her up the saw how Wula-mana-yuwi’s father’s eyes were
blackened. They were truly scared now. They began walking with her, carrying her above
their heads when the clumsy Pamanua tripped and fell causing them to drop her.
Mopardinga quickly looked up from her evil draining and looked back. As she began
walking towards them laughing the Pamanuas huddled around Wula-mana-yuwi to
protect her, they would die before anything else could happen to this innocent beautiful
young girl.

As Mopardinga was nearing them they heard a cough. And turned to find Wula-manayuwi spitting a piece of what looked like goose meat from her mouth. They were so
were so surprised, and they knew immediately that she must have eaten her totem and
that she was really just fast asleep. Wula-mana-yuwi jumped to her feet and began
shouting at Jirri-kilala. She shouted that whilst she was in the deep slumber she had
dreamt of everything happening up until right now. She knew Jirri-kilala was this beast,
and that she was trying to turn the world into shadows and darkness like before the
creation period.

Jirri-kilala was as angry as cyclone now and she was going to kill this girl right here and
right now whilst she was in her beastly form. Just as she lunged forward to claw Wulamana-yuwi’s pretty face a white cockatoo swooped and pecked at her eye. Then another
cockatoo swooped pecking at her, and another, and then another till there was a huge
swarm of white cockatoos. She screeched but they were chasing her about like an angry
cyclone and with the help of the Pamanuas began leading her towards the water hole
that she went to consult with the ‘Evil Spirit of the Water’. They swarmed her violently
and the Pamanuas pushed her into the water as she tried to claw her way out. They beat
her head with a stick and pushed her deeper under water until she was drowned. The
cockatoos then drank all the water up and let out screeches of accomplishment and flew
off into the darkness.

By this stage Wula-mana-yuwi was overjoyed and saddened at the same time. She was
rid of Jirri-kilala finally, but around her was death and devastation. The country was
already dying, and her father was dying. She noticed a young man standing confused
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and speechless, his eyes glazed over with blackness too. She ran to her father placed her
head on his lap and began wailing. She could not believe she was now alone in this
world. Even her mothers were gone too. She then felt fingers run over her head and her
fathers breath on her neck. She looked up. He was alive! And so was the young
handsome man. She told her father how sorry she was but he said it was him who was
sorry. He was sorry for falling for this evil woman and not listening to his daughter and
her dreams. The young tall handsome man stood there stunned at what had just
happened. Jipmar-puwa-juwa introduced him then as Prijina her promised husband.

Suddenly they all heard a familiar laughter coming their way. It was her little brothers,
and following were her two mothers. The Pamanuas had been her little brothers all
along; they had been magically changed into them by Jirri-kilala. Up above them they
heard a screeching. It was the white cockatoo that had protected Wula-mana-yuwi all
along. It came and landed on Jipmar-puwa-juwa’s forearm. He looked into its eyes and
knew now that this was the spirit of Ngimpangilipungatanyim, Wula-mana-yuwi’s
mother. The bird then brushed her head against his cheek and flew up into the dark sky
as they all watched. The land started to change under their feet as well. Everything was
going back to normal. They all cheered and hugged as this was a huge relief for
everyone. To celebrate Jipmar-puwa-juwa announced that the next morning the two
young promised lovers would marry. This delighted them both. And after the sun came
out Wula-mana-yuwi exclaimed. They all laughed. And knew that they could all now live
happily ever after…

After everything had settled, and the tribe was asleep, a cold breeze blew through the
country. The earth was happy now and the dragonfly season could finally start, when up
above a giant red star flew across the sky, and it kept flying till it disappeared.
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Appendix B
SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS By Brothers Grimm.
Click on link for synopsis:

http://www.literaturecollection.com/a/grimm-brothers/549/

Appendix C
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
The production Wulamanayuwi and the Seven Pamanui aligns with the Austalian Curriculum
- The Arts in its five key aims, the strands Making and Responding, and a range of content
descriptions in primary and lower secondary years.
The work is particularly relevent to the cross curriculum priority of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander histories and cultures.
Experiencing the production and working through the teacher’s resource offers
opportunities to develop general capabilities of Literacy (Lit), Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT), Ethical Understanding
(EU), Personal and Social Capability (PSC), Intercultural Understanding (ICU).
The table below lists a selection of Content for the Australian Curriculum - The Arts (Drama)
for Primary 3 to 6 and Secondary 7 & 8, and relevant to the study of the play. *
Year 3&4

4.1 Investigate ideas and narrative structures through roles and situations
and use empathy in their own improvisations and devised drama
4.2 Use voice, body, movement and language to sustain role and
relationship and create dramatic action with a sense of time and place
4.3 Shape and perform dramatic action using narrative structures and
tension in devised and scripted drama, including exploration of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander drama

Years 5&6

6.1 Experiment with dramatic action, empathy and space in improvisations,
playbuilding and scripted drama to develop characters and situations
6.2 Develop skills and techniques of voice and movement to create
character, mood and atmosphere and focus dramatic action
6.3 Rehearse and perform devised and scripted drama that develops
narrative, drives dramatic tension, and uses dramatic symbol, performance
styles and design elements to share community and cultural stories and
engage an audience
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6.4 Explain how the elements of drama and production elements
communicate meaning by comparing drama from different social, cultural
and historical contexts, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander drama
Years 7&8

8.1 Combine the elements of drama in devised and scripted drama to
explore and develop issues, ideas and themes
8.2 Develop roles and characters consistent with situation, dramatic forms
and performance styles to convey status, relationships and intentions
8.3 Plan, structure and rehears drama, exploring ways to communicate and
refine dramatic meaning for theatrical effect
8.4 Develop and refine expressive skills in voice and movement to
communicate ideas and dramatic action in different performance styles and
conventions, including contemporary Australian drama styles developed by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander dramatists
8.6 Analyse how the elements of drama have been combined in devised and
scripted drama to convey different forms, performance styles and dramatic
meaning
8.7 Identify and connect specific features and purposes of drama from
contemporary and past times to explore viewpoints and enrich their drama
making, starting with drama in Australia and including drama fo Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples

* Based on the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA). Licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Australia (CC BY NC SA) licence. Accessed June 2013.
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Links to other references and guiding points to Tiwi Island Culture:
Tiwi Island Culture
http://www.tiwiart.com/
Tiwi Island Shire Council
http://www.tiwiislands.nt.gov.au/DOCUMENTS/TISC_Shire_Plan_2011_12.pdf
Tiwi Island Dancers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24sJ6mu9WQQ
Tiwi Island College
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxdwcE_fd30
Tiwi Islands Festival
http://www.tiwifestival.com/
Jilamara Arts and Crafts Association
http://www.site.jilamara.com/
Tiwi Island Lands Council
http://www.tiwilandcouncil.com/publications/corporate-publications.htm
Tiwi Island Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiwi_Islands
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